FUNERAL AND CELEBRATIONS OF LIFE LIVESTREAMING

There is no
Pause Button
on Grief

MEMORIAL MASTERS OFFERS
FUNERAL LIVESTREAMING
Grieving families must make
important, and often quick, decisions
when a loved one passes. With new
limitations on attendance, travel
and social distancing, the need for
protective wear and more, honoring
a loved one’s passing can be even
more stressful.
As a consequence, families
are creating new rituals – like
livestreaming memorial events for
family and friends who cannot attend.

However, livestreaming funeral
services on smartphones over shared
public networks can result in other,
unanticipated problems like:
• Variable WIFI connections that fail
• Social media sites that shut
down livestreams for copyright
infringement (and you just wanted
to play Dad’s favorite song)
• Bandwidth or pay-plan
limitations that cut off the
recording prematurely

To solve these issues, Memorial
Masters, a visual commemorative
event company offers livestreaming
services that ensure celebration of
life events are captured, broadcast
and recorded effectively with the
highest quality – allowing family
members to be free from the
burden of technology and fully
engaged in the service.

Family Memories Respectfully Captured And Preserved
(800) 474-5056
memorial-masters.com

info@memorial-masters.com
facebook.com/Memorial-Masters

We Are Sorry For Your Loss
Hello, I’m Steve Crane, President
and Chief Celebrant for Memorial
Masters. On behalf of myself and
the Memorial Masters team, we
are truly sorry for your loss.
In this new era of funeral constraints, we are here to
help you virtually share your loved one’s memories
among friends and family – sharing grief as we have
done throughout the ages.
Memorial Masters has years of experience with
funeral, memorial, interment and obituary media
services – experience you can trust.

HOW LIVESTREAMING WORKS
LIVESTREAMING BENEFITS
• You and your family are freed from
the challenges of livestreaming
• Professional, high-bandwidth platform
that offers quality streaming
• Secure, password-protected viewing access
• Dedicated streaming cameras offering
multiple views, transitions and effects
• Title and image overlays
• Optional simultaneous social networks
streaming like Facebook and YouTube
• Livestreamed event permanently recorded
for sharing and viewing again and again

In collaboration with the family, a Memorial
Masters’ professional is designated as a
representative to handle all aspects of the
livestream production.
Our respectful, knowledgeable and considerate
livestream operators are equipped with personal
safety protection training and equipment (PPE)
to assure your safety.
Our operators can be as far away as 100 feet
from the livestream camera, which is typically
located 5 feet from a casket or podium in a
church, chapel, synagogue, mosque, room in a
home or outdoor venue.
Once the live event is streamed, Memorial
Masters delivers the recorded file to the family.
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